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Welcome to the 22nd edition of Perspectives.
What difference can a month make! In December, risk assets tanked by the most since the global financial
crisis in 2008. One month later, the S&P 500 had its strongest January showing since 1987. And all that
happened in the midst of the longest U.S. government shutdown in history. Indeed, both developed and
emerging market equities gained around 9% last month, boosted by signals from the US Federal Reserve
(Fed) that it would be more patient with further rate rises.

In this publication, we first discuss whether or not investors
should assume that the “Fed Put” is here to stay and how this
could lead to a new era of lower volatility. We then step back
from short-term market action by taking a “deep dive” into
the Endowment investment approach, with a specific focus
on the framework developed by David Swensen, the CIO of
the Yale Endowment. We show that this highly successful
strategy needs some adjustment when applied to small and
mid-sized institutions such as Family Offices.
In the second part of this publication, we look at our regional markets. After being the best performing
region in 2018, Middle East equity are off to a very decent start this year. In this edition of Perspectives,
we look at two interesting developments which are currently taking place in the region. The first one is the wave
of Merger & Acquisitions which is shaking the banking sector within the GCC. The second theme is about
the National Industrial and Logistics Plan which is part of the Saudi 2030 vision. We continue to believe
that our region is on track to reinvent itself, creating vast investment opportunities for astute stock pickers.
We hope you will enjoy this issue.

Disclaimer. This document is provided to you by Al Mal Capital PSC (“AMC”) for informational purposes only, and contains proprietary information that may not to be publicly
distributed to, or used by you, or any third parties without AMC’s prior written consent. All figures and numerical representations appearing in this document have not been
audited and any references to AMC and returns are indicative only. Although all information and opinions expressed in this document were obtained from sources believed to
be reliable and in good faith, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by AMC as to its accuracy or completeness. AMC and any of its affiliates make no
guarantee, assurance, or representation what so ever as to the expected or projected success, profitability, return, savings, performance, result, effect, consequence, or benefit
(either legal, regulatory, tax, financial, accounting, or otherwise) of any instrument, product, strategy or service described here in this document.
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US EQUITIES

US Equities:

The come-back
of the Fed Put?
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“Don’t fight the Fed”
is a golden rule most
investors have learned
over the last decades.
This old maxim has been
verified once again over
the last few months
given the equity market
volatility and the Fed’s
reaction to it.
Perspectives - February 2019 | 3
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The Fed capitulated
In December, risk assets tanked by 15%, the most since the
global Financial crisis in 2008 as the Fed made clear that
more rate hikes were likely to happen and that it wanted to
normalize policy by continuously shrinking its multi trillion
dollar balance sheet on “automatic pilot”.
Less than two months later, the autopilot is gone. In early
January, the Fed somewhat capitulated as Powell started to
turn less “hawkish” and shifted towards “data dependence”
instead. At the latest FOMC meeting early February, Powell
turned unexpectedly dovish, as he noted that financial
“conditions tightened considerably late in 2018 and remain
less supportive of growth than they were earlier in 2018.” This
sounds like a fairly clear indication that the Fed’s declaration
that they will be “patient” before making its next policy move
was driven in part by the market turmoil in the fourth quarter.
Clearly this was exactly what the market wanted and expected,
as US equities rallied 15% off the lows in a matter of weeks.
The worst December since the Great Depression for US stocks
was followed by the best January since 1987, allowing
investors to quickly regain more than half their losses. As for
the interest rates, some now believe that the rate-hiking cycle
is over and the next move will be down, not up.
Many analysts are wondering why the Fed did perform such a
spectacular monetary policy U-turn. Powell explained the
policy shift by referring to “cross-currents” like slower growth
in China and Europe, tightening financial conditions, trade
tensions and the risks of a hard Brexit, although analysts note

many of these “cross-currents” were also evident in December.
Since becoming the Fed Chairman 12 months ago, Powell has
played it “tough”. The impression given was that market swings
would not knock the Fed off course, an impression that led to
US stocks falling on each of the first seven rate decision days
since Powell took charge. That has changed, with last week’s
meeting strongly suggesting the Fed was “capitulating to recent
market volatility”, as Barclays put it. The view here is that the
Fed will tend to dismiss normal market volatility in favor of data,
but persistent, substantial market volatility suggests rising
downside risks to the economy. Hence the change of tone by
the Fed.
For many market participants, Powell has surrendered to
markets which means that the “Fed Put” is back. As a reminder,
the “Fed Put” is the widespread belief that the Fed can always
rescue the economy by decreasing interest rates. The
phenomenon was initially termed the “Greenspan put” in
reference to then-Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan lowering
interest rates in response to the 1998 blow up of hedge fund
Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM).
The Fed’s ability to “save” financial markets became even more
an evidence after the Global Financial crisis in 2008. As the
central bank put in place an accommodative monetary policy
in the form of low or zero interest rates and quantitative easing
(QE), market expectations were that the “Fed put” will hold
either by making policy even more accommodative or through
temporary liquidity injections to help prop up the market.

The worst December since the Great
Depression for US stocks was followed
by the best January since 1987,
allowing investors to quickly regain
more than half their losses. As for the
interest rates, some now believe that
the rate-hiking cycle is over and the
next move will be down, not up.
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The central bank unprecedented policy
created a low volatility bubble through
multiple channels, including direct purchase
of risk assets, incentivizing investors to sell
volatility for yield by keeping rates low,
encouraging share buybacks through easy
debt financing, but most importantly their
verbal (at minimum) support for financial
markets during periods of stress.

This led to a strategy called “Buy the dip”, which assumed that any short-term correction in U.S equities should be bought as
the “Fed Put” will ultimately come to save the market. As shown on the chart below, the “buy-the-dip” systematic strategy
(developed by BofA Merrill Lynch) did work extremely well in 2013-2017 when Bernanke and then Yellen were chairing the
FOMC. The strategy became much less effective since Jeremy Powell took office in February 2018. Indeed, “buying the dip”
failed 4 out of 5 times in 2018.

Exhibit 1: A “buy-the-dip” rule would have made money 9 out of 11 times in 2013-2017 and failed 4
out 5 times since 2018 (source: BofA Merrill Lynch)

As mentioned by BofA, Powell’s recent capitulation could be sufficient to recreate the low volatility bubble of 2017, in which
the VIX averaged 11 and where any dip was bought by the market. But according to them, absent external shocks, the Fed
dovish stance actually could help the VIX index average an even lower level than in 2017.
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Where do we go from here?

While the scenario described earlier seems to indicate a smooth ride for risk assets going forward, there are some caveats though:

#1
#2
#3
#4

Fed policy is more uncertain today than it was in 2013-2017

With unemployment near 50-year lows and given the prior Fed intent to normalize monetary policy,
the risk is that strength in the real economy (and stronger markets) pushes the Fed to hike again
this year. We stick to our call for 2 hikes in 2019 (most likely in the second half) and keep in
mind that any rise in inflation could potentially “kill the Fed Put”. While inflation isn’t constraining
the Fed yet, it’s much more of a risk at this stage of the cycle than it was several years ago.

Unlike in 2013-2017, cash is now a real alternative

One of the reasons of higher volatility in risk assets last year is the fact that investors can now
earn a real return on cash. This is likely to be the case again in 2019.

Late-cycle has historically implied higher volatility for
risk assets
Historical study by BofA on 90 years of data shows late-cycle equity markets are usually characterized
by higher volatility. While our core scenario does not include a recession, we do believe that the US
economy is late cycle. And while earnings will continue to grow this year, they are beginning to
deteriorate (Q1 2019 might be the first EPS decline Y/Y in three years). There are thus rising
fundamental risks which could mean higher market volatility going forward.

Economic fundamentals should recover

The recent improvements in monetary policy and technical situation for markets still need to be
accompanied by better global economic fundamentals. The US economy is not the issue here. Both
the household and corporate sectors remain in good shape, although they would benefit from
Congressional bipartisan support for a pro-growth infrastructure program. The January U.S
employment report was encouraging and the string of companies beating earnings expectations
this quarter confirms corporate America has largely been able to navigate the more challenging
international environment. Moreover, some progress seems to be happening in resolving the trade
tensions with China. Yet markets still need to see better prospects for both China and Europe. Highfrequency data from China continue to suggest waning economic momentum. They also underline
that Beijing’s attempt to stimulate the economy using traditional policy measures is proving less
effective than in the past. The situation in Europe is even worse. Last quarter was another period of
virtually no growth for the eurozone, with Germany and Italy even printing negative GDP growth.
Despite this gloomy picture, there are few, if any, signs of pro-growth policies. Meanwhile, the neverending Brexit saga continue to weigh on the region. Unlike the Fed, the European Central Bank hasn’t
signaled any meaningful retreat from its gradual withdrawal of stimulus.
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CONCLUSION: In January edition of
Perspectives, we shared our view that the
December correction was exaggerated – as
such, we were thus not too surprised to see
a rebound at the start of the year – although
we were not expecting such magnitude.

We continue to believe that the US and
other developed economies are not heading
into recession in 2019 and we do not think
that a financial crisis similar to 2008/9 is
in the cards. Moreover, a rise in inflation
triggering excessive monetary tightening
does not look likely either. As such, we
expect decent economic growth with
moderate inflation in 2019, a context which
is usually favorable to equities.
However, we warn investors that volatility
is here to stay – and this will be the price
to pay to be allocated to equities in 2019.
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Investment Solutions:

An Endowment
Approach for
Family Offices
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Executive Summary
This white paper analyses the Endowment investment approach with a specific focus on the framework developed by David
Swensen, CIO of Yale Endowment. We define the Endowment model, highlighting its key attributes and how it has been
performing over the last decades and more recently.
We then discuss if this highly successful approach is applicable to small and mid-sized institutions such as Family Offices.
Our recommendations include the following:
While recent Endowment performance has been slightly disappointing, the Endowment portfolio construction model has the
potential to generate much better risk-adjusted returns than a traditional 60/40 balanced over the long-run.
As such, we would advise institutional investors to capitalize on the key principles of the Endowment investment framework- a
long-term perspective, some allocation to illiquid assets, the use of external managers, etc.
However, small and mid-sized institutions such as Family Offices should seek solutions which adapt the Endowment model in
order to take into account their liquidity requirements and the way they can cope with complexity.
Ultimately, the ideal structure for Family Offices is a customized approach that lies in between a 60/40 balanced model and a
more traditional Endowment portfolio.

1. INTRODUCTION
Preserving wealth over time has always been a challenge for
any type of investors – individual or institutional – as
inflation erodes the “real” value of assets.

return p.a is required to preserve the value of one billion
dollar over time. In the case of a 2.31% return p.a (the
average yield of the 10-year U.S Treasury bond over the last
5 years), the billion dollar would be worth half of this amount
in 10 year-time.

As shown on Exhibit 1 below, assuming a 5% spending
policy and 3.7% inflation per annum (p.a), an 8.7% nominal

Exhibit 1: Real buying power of $1 billion with 5% spending and 3.7% inflation rate			
(source: Cook Pine Capital and Star Magnolia Capital)
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Unfortunately, most investors underestimate the effects of
inflation on buying power and mismanage their wealth by
focusing too much on short term market fluctuations. There
is also a natural tendency to invest a disproportionate share
of the wealth into one type of asset e.g. (local real estate) and
neglect the benefits of diversifying investments across

multiple asset classes and markets.
Below, we highlight the basic principles and the superior
performance of the U.S endowment investment approach. We
then discuss which key tenets of this approach family offices
can capitalize on to optimize the risk – return – liquidity trade-off.

2. THE ENDOWMENT APPROACH
2.1 Basic Principles
U.S colleges and universities endowments funds range from a
few million dollars to almost $40 billion in size. Institutions rely
on these funds to maintain their physical spaces and fund
academic innovation. It is thus very important for such institutions

to have endowment funds that both preserve and grow their
wealth at a rate that outpaces inflation – and spending rate.
The nature of endowment yield specifies investment objectives
and constraints:

Return Objective:
Typically endowments target a minimum expenditure pay-out of 4-5% of endowment value. This implies
a minimum target net return of 8% after taking into account the impact of inflation and investment fees.
Most endowments will have a higher target return to support portfolio growth and higher spending rates.
Risk Orientation:
Given these return objectives and their long-term investment horizon most endowments have a
preference for investing in high return assets such as equities, equity-like investments and alternative
investments. Endowments typically accept that investing in assets with higher return potential outweighs
their higher short-term volatility. These investments may go down as well as up, and may not return the
original amount invested.
Endowments will typically seek to mitigate the potential risk of investing in higher return assets by
adopting strict diversification and asset allocation policies. The risks taken by endowments should be
consistent with the goal of providing stable real income over time (intergenerational equity).
Higher risk can be tolerated if the institution’s spending policies are adaptable to return volatility, or if
smoothing mechanisms are used and previous investment performance has been strong.
Liquidity Constraints
Endowments have minimal liquidity needs (enough to fund current spending) and a long-term time
horizon. This enables endowments to focus more heavily on illiquid investments where pricing inefficiencies
are more prevalent. It explains their willingness to generate exposure to alternative asset classes such as
private equity, real estate, absolute return funds and real assets.
The Key to Success
Asset allocation lies at the heart of the endowment investment framework. Endowments typically have
lower allocations to fixed income securities than traditional investment funds and significantly higher
allocations to non-traditional asset classes (such as private equity, real estate, absolute return funds and
real assets – generally grouped together under the banner “Alternative Assets”).
As shown on the Exhibit 2 on the next page, this is indeed the case – especially for what is called the “Ivy
League” or the Super Endowments such as Harvard, Yale, Princeton or Columbia Endowments funds.
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Exhibit 2: “Ivy League” Endowment funds - Asset Class exposures over time (2005-2018)		
Source: MPI Analytics

While the high allocation to alternative investments is a key
characteristic of the Endowment model, those investment
programs often share other key characteristics such as:

• Dynamic asset allocation structure

• Flexible governance structure

• Ability to identify and access top managers

• Dedicated and stable investment staff

• Substantial active manager risk budget

• Capacity to invest into complex instruments and strategies
• Willingness to invest in niche areas
• Scale to drive down fees
• Ability to issue debt

The characteristics highlighted above are particularly suitable for larger Endowments. Size is an attribute we will tackle
later in this paper.

Endowments typically have lower
allocations to fixed income
securities than traditional
investment funds and significantly
higher allocations to non-traditional
asset classes.
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2.2 Long-term Performance of the Endowment Model
The Nasdaq OMX has created an Endowment Index which applies
an objective, rules-based construction methodology based upon
portfolio allocation data obtained from over 800 educational
institutions that collectively manage over $560 billion.
As shown on the Exhibit 3 below, performance data as of the

end of H1 2018 shows that the Endowment index has been
outperforming traditional tactical asset allocation model and a
60/40 Global balanced model in the long-run. While the
Endowment index has been underperforming traditional US equity
indices on a return basis, the Endowment index Sharpe Ratio is
superior to traditional equity indices Sharpe ratio in the long run.

Exhibit 3: Endowment Index™ calculated by Nasdaq OMX® (Symbol: ENDOW)
Total return/Stats for periods ended
6/30/2018 (unless noted by year)

Endowment
Index

Dow Jones
Moderate

60-40 Global
Balanced

US OE
Tactical Alloc

Dow Jones
Indus

S&P 500

CROR Annualized

7.02

6.07

5.32

3.35

7.36

5.58

3 Months

-0.41

0.44

-0.70

0.64

1.26

3.43

1 Year

7.13

7.83

7.44

6.12

16.31

14.37

3 Years

5.40

6.57

6.35

4.10

14.07

11.93

5 Years

7.26

7.33

6.69

4.76

12.96

13.42

10 Years

5.27

6.40

5.48

4.12

10.78

10.17

2017

17.61

15.15

17.73

12.82

28.11

21.83

2016

7.19

7.67

5.93

5.92

16.50

11.96

2015

-3.17

-1.21

-2.37

-5.93

0.21

1.38

2014

5.02

5.35

3.06

2.41

10.04

13.69

2013

15.66

14.46

13.02

8.62

29.65

32.39

2012

14.92

11.24

11.81

9.45

10.24

16.00

2011

-6.29

13.95

-1.86

-3.36

8.38

2.11

2010

13.10

23.79

10.15

10.53

14.06

15.06

2009

30.53

23.79

24.02

20.30

22.68

26.46

2008

-34.42

-24.75

-23.19

-23.59

-31.93

-37.00

2007

19.08

8.02

11.10

6.85

8.88

5.49

Standard Deviation

11.59

9.54

9.80

8.52

13.88

14.35

Sharpe Ratio

0.51

0.50

0.42

0.25

0.47

0.34

Alpha

2.36

1.73

1.09

-0.63

1.97

0.00

2.3 Endowment Size Does Matter
One element which is missing in the Performance table above
is the size dimension. Indeed, larger endowments are more able
than smaller ones to maintain the typical attributes of an
Endowment investment program. The size of their assets gives
them bargaining power with external managers, better access
to the best deals and more opportunities to diversify (more on
this on next page). Moreover, they usually enjoy higher operating
budget to maintain large and highly qualified investment team.
The size advantage has some consequences on the Strategic
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Asset allocation (SAA) of the Endowment. For instance, the
average U.S endowment fund holds roughly 70% in traditional
asset classes (public equity, bonds and cash) with the remaining
30% is invested in alternative assets. Conversely, the large
endowments holds more than 50% in alternative assets – as
shown earlier on Exhibit 2. This additional diversification employed
by larger US endowment funds is one of the reasons for their
superior long-term investment performance. As shown on the
Exhibit 4 on the right page, the allocation to alternative assets
seem to be positively correlated with long-term performance.

Exhibit 4: 20 year returns (1996-2016) and alternative % allocation (source: Frontier Investment Mgt)
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2.4 Yale/Swensen Investment Philosophy
Among the “Ivy League” endowments, one investment team has
been consistently successful over the past 30 years: the Yale
Investments office.
As shown on Exhibit 5, over the last 20 years, the Yale endowment
Fund has even massively outperformed Berkshire Hathaway,

the investment company managed by Warren Buffet. Yale’s
endowment returned 11.8% per annum over the 20 years
ending June 30, 2018 relative to the estimated 6.8% average
return of college and university endowments. During the 20-year
period, the endowment grew from $6.6 billion to $29.4 billion.

Exhibit 5: Over the last 20 years, Yale endowment has outperformed Berkshire Hathaway
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Yale’s Endowment Approach was pioneered more than 30
years ago by the University’s Chief Investment Officer, David
Swensen, Ph.D. in economics from Yale University. As a Senior
Vice President at Lehman Brothers, he engineered the first
ever swap transaction. Swensen joined the Yale Investments
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Office in 1985. His peers and his rivals regard him as one of
the leading investors today. As an unconventional investor, he
always had the willingness to take risk and this has proven to
be very fruitful over time.
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Swensen’s investment philosophy is based on
six driving concepts:
Concept #1: Long-term investment versus market timing.
A key concept behind Swensen’s investment approach is the
focus on strategic asset allocation (SAA) and manager selection
rather than tactical asset allocation (TAA).
Indeed, there is a wealth of empirical evidence that calls into
question the ability of professional investors to time markets on
a consistent basis. Market timing causes portfolio characteristics
to deviate from those embodied in a rigorous investment framework
of asset allocation. Transaction costs and market impact increases
this hurdle. In addition to the low level of success and the heavy
expenses incurred, there is a tendency for the market timer to

develop an “unsettled and speculative state of mind” which
introduces substantial risk to the investment process.
To Swensen, a long-term investment horizon is necessary when
adopting the high equity allocation typical of endowments. Equity
volatility in a long term context is illustrated below in Exhibit 6
and demonstrates that relative to the timeframe there have only
been a limited number of periods where markets have experienced
such dramatic volatility. The most severe of these being the
Great depression, a period surrounded by two World Wars.
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Exhibit 6: Equity Market volatility in Long Term Context – US Equity calendar year drawdowns since 1900
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Source: Robert Shiller US Equity Market Data 2015

As we will discuss later, diversification can limit the impact on a growth oriented portfolio of a significant
decline in equity markets. Based on a growth oriented investment objective it is necessary to have an
investment horizon of at least 3 to 5 years.
Tactical Asset Allocation: From time to time there can be
fundamental changes in the nature of the investment
environment which would tend to increase the relative
attractions of one asset class over another. The current low
level of government bond yields is an example of such a
fundamental long-term deviation of expected returns for
long-term averages. In adapting the asset allocation framework
to perceived changes in the relative attractiveness of different
asset classes, it is necessary to avoid straying into the arena
of short-term market timing.
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Strategic Asset Allocation: Changes to the asset allocation
framework or investment policy should reflect long-term
investment considerations and the relative attractiveness of
an asset class rather than short-term liquidity driven market
timing considerations.
Discipline involves adhering to the long-term precepts of
asset allocation and avoiding the temptation to abandon the
framework when markets are under most stress. The
temptation to bail out of high return assets at times of market
stress must be avoided.

Concept #2: Focus on high return assets.
An investment objective of providing for current expenditure
and preserving or increasing the purchasing power of assets
dictates investing in high return assets. This strategy
necessitates the underweighting of the low risk asset classes
of cash and government bonds. In the current environment
of historically and artificially low government bond yields

this requirement is the most obvious. Furthermore, the ability
of an endowment to absorb market volatility is greater

because of the significant returns built up in the portfolio.
This leads to a large allocation to high return assets (public
and private equities, venture capital, etc.).

Exhibit 7: Major Asset classes Historical returns vs. Risk % (source: KKR)
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Concept #3: The virtues of diversification as a mean of mitigating risk.
Significant concentration in a single asset class poses
extraordinary risk to portfolio assets. Fortunately, diversification
provides investors with a powerful risk management tool. By
combining assets that vary in response to the forces that drive
markets, investors create more efficient portfolios (lower level of
risk for similar returns or higher returns for similar level of risk).
This belief has led Yale to reduce its portfolio’s concentration in
bonds and real estate and to diversify into other asset classes.
Diversification can take several forms – U.S versus International
equities, large caps vs. small caps, growth vs. value, etc. But equity
oriented endowments are also diversifying away from traditional
marketable securities to less liquid asset classes such as real
estate, private equity (including mezzanine, distressed debt,
venture capital, buy-outs, etc.), absolute return hedge funds,

commodities and real assets.
The vulnerability of wealth to inflation, especially in a low interest
rate environment, directs the investment policy away from
investment in government bonds. In the case of Yale, the
allocation to fixed income is often in the low single-digits, well
below the allocation of a traditional 60/40 balanced portfolio.
Indeed, the view is that in the current market context, fixed
income provides limited diversification benefits while the cost
of foregone returns is enormous.
When considering the appropriate allocations to fixed income
securities, it is thus necessary to broaden the horizon away from
government bonds and consider alternative fixed income strategies
with higher return characteristics (corporate bonds, high yield
bonds or foreign currency and emerging market sovereign bonds).

In the current market context, fixed income
provides limited diversification benefits while the
cost of foregone returns is enormous.
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Concept #4: Pursuing opportunities in illiquid and less efficient markets.
Over the longer term, Yale endowment seeks to allocate a
significant element of their portfolio to less liquid asset classes;
these can include small cap equities, private equity, structured
credit (such as CLOs, distressed debt), real estate, real assets
(land, timber, commodities) and absolute returns strategies
(hedge funds, etc.).
The view here is that highly liquid large-capitalization stocks
receive extensive coverage, generating enormous amounts of
public data. The widespread availability of information
contributes to an environment in which investors have difficulty
obtaining an analytical edge. By contrast, less-liquid smallcapitalization stocks have less information available. This
creates an opportunity to be rewarded for uncovering investment
insights relevant to valuation.
The preference for illiquid alternative asset classes stems
from their return potential and diversifying power. Alternative
assets, by nature, tend to be less efficiently priced than traditional
marketable securities, providing an opportunity to exploit market

inefficiencies through active management. An endowment’s
long time horizon is well suited to exploit illiquid, less efficient
markets such as venture capital, leveraged buyouts, oil, gas,
timber, and real estate.
Since market participants routinely overpay for liquidity and
since less liquid markets exhibit more inefficiencies than their
liquid counterparts, illiquid markets create opportunities for
astute investors to identify mispricing and generate outsized
returns. Furthermore, operational, strategic, and companybuilding skills of control-oriented, illiquid asset managers can
add tremendous value to portfolio holdings.
Investors willing to accept less liquid alternatives enhance the
likelihood of outperforming the market. Intelligent pursuit of
illiquidity is well suited to endowments, which operate with
long time horizons.
As shown on Exhibit 8, the allocation to alternatives and illiquid
investment has been growing since Swensen took office in the
late 80s’ – at the expense of the more liquid asset classes.

Exhibit 8: Yale Endowment allocation to alternatives and illiquid has been growing over time

Leveraged Buyouts
Venture Capital
Natural Resources
Real Estate
Absolute Return
Foreign Equity
Domestic Equity
Fixed Income
Cash and Equivalent

Source: Yale Investment Office

The preference for illiquid alternative
asset classes stems from their return
potential and diversifying power.
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When firms have demonstrated exceptional
judgment and strategic insight, entrepreneurs
and owner-managers seek to partner with them.
Top-tier managers benefit from extraordinary
deal flow, a stronger negotiating position, and
superior access to capital markets, and thus are
well positioned to outperform their peers.
Concept #5: The use of external managers.
Yale chooses managers with the utmost discretion and carefully
cultivates relationships with each of these outside managers.
In highly liquid markets it is difficult for active managers to
produce a consistent edge but the opposite happens in alternative
asset classes. The dispersion of the returns generated by active
managers in alternative asset classes can be seen in Exhibit #9

below. Experience demonstrates that managers operating in
highly researched and liquid asset classes such as large cap
equities and bonds exhibit low dispersion. In less liquid markets
there is a clear tendency for more dispersion in investment
returns. This provides an opportunity to produce above market
returns by devoting resources to select the best managers.

Exhibit 9: Alternative Asset returns exhibit significant performance dispersion
25th Percentile

Median

75th Percentile

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
-5%
US Bonds

US Stocks

Non-US Stocks

Hedge Funds

Buyouts

Venture Capital

Source: Daily Alas - Liquid Alternative News and Information

As such, manager selection is especially important in alternative
investments such as private equity, real estate and absolute
return strategies. The real attraction of alternatives lies in the
ability to generate top quartile or top decile returns rather than
the average level of returns for the asset class.
The operational, strategic, and company-building skills of private
equity and real asset managers have the potential to add
tremendous value to portfolio holdings, creating alpha and
differentiating the strongest performers. Investors with the ability
to select and access top managers can generate outsized returns.

In asset classes such as venture capital and private equity, elite
firms create a virtuous cycle in which investment success calls
or more investment success. When firms have demonstrated
exceptional judgment and strategic insight, entrepreneurs and
owner-managers seek to partner with them. Top-tier managers
benefit from extraordinary deal flow, a stronger negotiating
position, and superior access to capital markets, and thus are
well positioned to outperform their peers. Academic research
supports the notion of franchise firm performance persistence
in venture capital and private equity.
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Concept #6: An understanding of the importance of providing performance
incentives for external managers.
The managers’ interests should be in agreement with those of
Yale. The Investments Office attempts to do this by building
innovative partnerships and payment frameworks.
When selecting managers, Yale prefers those with exceptional
fundamental research aptitude. None of Yale’s managers stress
timing of the markets or adhere to merely intuitive investment
practices. Managers should be open to the idea of co-investing
and being remunerated based on performance. The Yale
Investments Office avoids managers who target Assets under
management growth while thriving on management fees and
neglecting performance. In other words, Yale values active
managers who generate excess returns.
Managers should have incentives that are aligned with what is
in the best interest of the University. If so, Yale will not
interfere with the managers’ work and will grant the managers
considerable autonomy.
Yale invests in a limited number of managers with whom they
establish long-term partnerships that typically endure for ten
or more years. Yale Investments Office maintains close
relationships with its managers and applies innovative fee
structures to establish appropriate motivation. These
partnerships are not only designed to be advantageous for
Yale, but are also beneficial for managers. Yale is often regarded
as one of the most important clients for many managers.

Yale is often the first client for its new managers and provides
them with seed capital. This was the case with Hillhouse
Capital Group. Yale seeded Hillhouse with $30 million in 2006.
As of December 2014, Hillhouse was managing over $18 billion.
Important criteria for Yale to consider when selecting managers
include:
• Integrity
• “Young and Hungry,” or employee-owned
• Single strategy
• Significant general partner co-investment
• High conviction, concentrated, long-term
• Bottom-up, security-specific investment approach
• No short-term trading
There can be significant value added if managers are selected
prudently. Looking at the overall alpha generated by Yale
Endowment over the last 20 years, almost 60% of the alpha
is coming from manager selection whereas 40% was
generated through strategic asset allocation.
It is also remarkable to see that over the last 20 years, the Yale
endowment has added value in almost any asset class they
have been allocating to.

Exhibit 10: Yale Asset class results beat most benchmark (June 30, 2007 to June 30, 2017)
Yale Return

Active Benchmark

Passive Benchmark

16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
-2%
-4%
Absolute Return

Domestic Equity

Source: Yale Endowment.

Fixed Income

Foreign Equity

Leveraged
Buyouts*

Natural
Resources*

Real Estate*

Venture Capital*

*Yale Returns and Active Benchmarks are dollar-weighted.

Over the last 20 years, Yale Domestic equities portfolio returned 11.8%, besting the benchmark by 4.9% annually. Foreign
equities, Absolute Return, Natural Resources and Venture Capital also surpassed their respective composite benchmark handsomely.
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2.5 Yale Current Portfolio Allocation
The latest Yale’s endowment report shows that the fund earned
a 12.3% investment return (net of all fees) for the year ending
June 30, 2018 (their fiscal year ends mid-year). The endowment
value increased from $27.2 billion on June 30, 2017, to $29.4

billion on June 30, 2018.
Looking at their portfolio allocation, it seems that Yale continues
to maintain a well-diversified, equity-oriented portfolio, with
the following asset allocation targets for fiscal year 2019:

Exhibit 11: Yale Endowment current asset allocation (source: Yale Endowment report)
Absolute Return

26.0%

Venture Capital

18.0%

Foreign Equity

15.5%

Leveraged Buyouts

15.0%

Real Estate

9.5%

Bond and Cash

6.5%

Natural Resources

6.5%

Domestic Equity

3.0%

Yale targets a minimum allocation of 30% of the endowment to market-insensitive assets (cash, bonds and absolute return).
The university further seeks to limit illiquid assets (venture capital, leveraged buyouts, real estate and natural resources) to
50% of the portfolio.

2.6 Yale Endowment Versus a 60/40 Balanced Portfolio
As discussed earlier, Yale’s endowment long-term performance
is impressive and remains in the top tier of institutional investors.
However, when comparing Yale Endowment annualized 10year rolling return with the performance of a 60/40 balanced

portfolio (60% equities / 40% fixed income), it is interesting
to see that both numbers have been converging recently –
see Exhibit 12 below.

Exhibit 12: Yale Endowment and a 60/40 balanced portfolio annualized 10-year rolling return
Yale

60-40 Portfolio

Source: MPL, Yale endowment reports.
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This is not a good result for Yale Endowment fund for at least 2 reasons. First, this rolling return is falling short of the 8% target
return. Second, generating a return similar to a 60/40 balanced portfolio is not satisfactory either as the later has daily liquidity
while the Endowment fund is much less liquid.
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Does it mean that the Yale Endowment investment framework has lost its appeal?
We would stress out that this is the rolling annualized 10 year
return has dropped below the 8% target rate for just one year
– it would thus be unfair to draw conclusion from this (we should
also keep in mind that the 2008-2009 dreadful performance
will soon drop out of the 10-year rolling window).
Moreover, the outperformance trend versus the 60-40 balanced
portfolio could be very well resumed when H2 2018 performance will

be included in the numbers. While the 2018 full year performance
for the Yale endowment is not available yet, it is very likely that
Yale did much better than most traditional balanced portfolios
last year. Indeed, with more than 90% of traditional asset classes
posting negative returns last year, the median performance for
a balanced portfolio was around -5% in 2018. It is precisely in such
market environment that Yale Endowment portfolio construction
and manager selection approach can make a difference.

With more than 90% of traditional
asset classes posting negative
returns last year, the median
performance for a balanced
portfolio was around -5% in 2018.
3. ADAPTING THE ENDOWMENT APPROACH TO FAMILY OFFICES
3.1 A recap of the main principles of Endowment investment approach
As highlighted in the previous section, the endowment investment
approach has proven to add significant value over long periods
of time including several periods of extreme market turbulence.

• Avoid market timing or impulsive investing
• Adopt a long-term investment horizon which can tolerate
illiquid assets

We believe that any type of investors can learn some central
lessons from this approach:
• A focus on growth assets is imperative

While the framework is not necessarily suitable for all investors
its principles are sufficiently enduring as to make it a useful
starting point in shaping the investment policy of many family
offices and ultra-high net worth investors.

• Investors should remain disciplined during periods of
market crisis

Fortunately, many of these features are attainable even within a
more liquid framework. Below, we present a tentative alternative
framework for institutional investors which do not necessarily have
the same asset size and team resources than the Top endowments.

• The investment framework should be diversified and
used in a consistent way

3.2 Considerations for institutional investors with a smaller size than the “Ivy League”
endowments
To our opinion, small and mid-sized institutional investors - such
as Family offices - should consider some additional factors in
constructing their investment programs, particularly if their
resources are limited. As mentioned earlier, the Endowment Model
is not a “one size fits all” solution. Therefore, most Endowments
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should position their portfolios somewhere between the illiquid,
complex Endowment Model and the liquid, traditional 60/40
portfolio (see Exhibit 13 on the right). In addition, portfolio
construction should reflect the organization’s reliance on spending
from its investment program to support operations or withdrawals.

Exhibit 13: Striking the right balance between the Endowment model and a 60/40 balanced portfolio
Proﬁle Based on Goals and Objectives, Risk Budget,
Spending and Liquidity Needs
Straightforward/Traditional

60/40
STOCK/BONDS
More Liquid
Low Alternatives

ENDOWMENT
DECISIONS

Less Liquid
High Alternatives

ENDOWMENT
MODEL
Source: NEPC – Scott F. Perry

Complexity Risk

In a white paper published on the CAIA website, NEPC presented some guiding principles which could help achieving the right
balance between the Endowment model and a 60/40 portfolio:
• Adopt a holistic approach that integrates the spending
needs and liquidity constraints of the Family office. While
the investment horizon can be long-term, there are definitely
some spending requirements (and thus investment liquidity
constraints) that needs to be taken into account. This requires
intense communication among investment committees, finance
committees and the Board.
• Employ a Multifaceted Asset Allocation Structure. The
family office investment committee should consider an
investment framework that allows for a more dynamic approach
to asset allocation, but one that is not excessively too much of
a burden for the investment committee to implement. This
approach includes three core steps:
1 Frequently reviewing and adjusting strategic asset
allocation based on longer term, market-driven assumptions;
2 Include in the strategic asset allocation (SAA) an
opportunistic component, with a 0-10% range, in order to
take advantage of intermediate-term market opportunities;
3 Include in the strategic asset allocation (SAA) a portion of
assets to more flexible strategies such as global asset
allocation and global macro that can take advantage of
short-term opportunities.
This Alternative portfolio strategic asset allocation results in
a portfolio which is efficient in terms of fees, more flexible,
more liquid, more transparent and customized to the unique
characteristics of the organization.

• Similar to the Endowment model, take advantage of the
Illiquidity Premium: Each institution has its own needs in terms
of spending but the vast majority of them has the ability to take
on some illiquid investments. Additionally, an organization’s
ability to get some leverage can also influence its ability to take
on various risks, including greater illiquidity.
• Rationalize the number of external managers in the portfolio:
Unlike large endowments, smaller institutions has limited staff
and investment committee time. It is thus important to maintain
a practical number of external manager relationships.
• Consider the use of active and passive management: The
use of active management can place a greater burden on all
parties. If a decision is made to pursue active management, it
should be implemented in areas where there are high levels of
conviction around achieving success (i.e. markets with
inefficiencies) and where the institution is able to access top
investment management teams. Incorporating passive solutions
in certain areas can reduce overall fee levels, provide liquidity
and reduce administrative burden.
• Maintain a long-term view and consistent approach: Most
institutions are attracted to the Endowment investment approach
based on historical investment returns. While a simple 60/40
portfolio has performed admirably over the last five years, the
pendulum will likely swing back in favor of a more diversified
approach. In its study, NEPC highlights that the path to strong
risk-adjusted results is based upon a long-term view and the
implementation of a consistent, diversified approach.
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CASE STUDY:
As an example of a practical
implementation of the
approach presented by NEPC,
we examine the case of a $100
million family office portfolio,
with a 5% spending rate.
This family office is also looking
to achieve a return goal of
inflation-adjusted spending,
has a moderate risk tolerance,
sizable liquidity needs and a
relatively long-term time
horizon.
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Exhibit 14: Case study characteristics
Input

Comment

Market Value of Assets

$100 million in AuMs

Family Office

Spending Rate

5% per annum

Remain uncertain and is expected to vary from one year to another

Return Objective

Spending + Inflation

8% target return (assumes 2.5% inflation + investment fees)

Risk Tolerance

Moderate

Due to concerns with the volatility of spending

Liquidity Needs

Moderate

Spending is supposed to be a significant part of the operating budget

Time Horizon

Long-Term

But there are some short-term spending needs

Debt / Leverage

Some Access but Limited

This is feasible but the family office can not be seen as a regular issuer

Based on the characteristics above, a portfolio with an outsized allocation to alternative assets – similar to Yale or other large
endowment portfolios - would not be appropriate due to its heavy reliance on illiquid assets.
While a 60/40 balanced portfolio would address some of the needs, it has the potential to fall short of the return
objectives in light of forward-looking returns for traditional stocks and bonds (see below the 5-7 year return and daily
volatility assumptions by MEPC).

Exhibit 15: 5-7 year return and risk projections by asset class – source: MEPC
Returns and Risks

Returns

Volatility

Cash

2.00%

1.00%

Large Caps US Equity

5.25%

17.50%

International Equity

7.50%

21.00%

Emerging Market Equity

9.00%

28.00%

US Treasuries

2.25%

5.50%

High Yield

3.75%

13.00%

Emerging Market Debt

6.00%

13.00%

Multi-Asset Class

4.90%

11.80%

Commodities

4.75%

19.00%

Core Real Estate

5.75%

13.00%

REITS

6.50%

21.00%

Absolute Return/Hedge Funds

5.80%

9.10%

Private Debt

6.50%

13.00%

Private Equity

8.00%

23.00%

Opportunistic*

0.00%

-

US Inflation

2.50%

Risk Free Rate

2.50%
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In order to satisfy the Family Office’s goals and
objectives, the best solution probably lies somewhere
between 60/40 and the Endowment Model.
Below, we analyze 3 different asset allocation structures from an Expected return (5-7 Year) and Sharpe ratio perspectives:

1. The 60/40 balanced portfolio; 											
2. The Family Office Solution (which lies between the 60/40 and a traditional Endowment asset allocation) and;
3. A traditional Endowment asset allocation.

Exhibit 16: Expected return and Sharpe ratios for 3 different asset allocation structures
60/40 Mix

Family Office Solution

Traditional Endowment
Model

Cash

0%

0%

3%

Large Caps US Equity

60%

17%

12%

International Equity

0%

11%

12%

Emerging Market Equity

0%

7%

3%

Total Equity

60%

35%

27%

US Treasuries

40%

5%

10%

High Yield

0%

5%

0%

Emerging Market Debt

0%

5%

0%

Total Fixed Income

40%

15%

10%

Multi-Asset Class

0%

15%

0%

Commodities

0%

5%

5%

Core Real Estate

0%

5%

0%

REITS

0%

5%

10%

Absolute Return/Hedge Funds

0%

10%

25%

Private Debt

0%

5%

10%

Private Equity

0%

5%

10%

Total Alternatives

0%

50%

60%

Opportunistic*

0%

0%

0%

Expected Return 5-7 Year

4.1%

5.8%

5.9%

Standard Deviation

10.3%

12.7%

11.4%

0.15

0.26

0.30

Strategic Asset Allocation

Sharpe Ratio

(*) The opportunistic allocation range from 0 to 10%. Being conservative, we assume no allocation to this bucket in our projections.
The asset allocation solution highlighted as the “Family Office” in Exhibit 16 above does not satisfy the 8% objective stated in
the objectives. But we should keep into account two points: first, the manager selection effect is not taken into account. Second,
we assume no allocation to the opportunistic bucket (and thus no return contribution). This is a very conservative assumption
but one can reasonably assume some contribution from this bucket.

An important conclusion from Exhibit 16 is the relative performance of The Family Office portfolio compared
to the 60/40 portfolio and the Traditional endowment model.
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First, the expected return for the Family Office portfolio is
clearly superior to the 60/40 portfolio and this does not come
at the expense of higher risk as the volatility is lower hence a
Sharpe ratio which is higher for the Family Office (0.26 versus
0.15 for the 60/40 mix).
This means that by limiting the alternative asset exposure to
30%, compared to 60% in the Endowment Model example,
the Family Office Portfolio is still able to capture an illiquidity
premium on a portion of the assets, while maintaining enough
liquidity to survive sizable drawdowns.
Further, the combination of a balanced strategic allocation, an
opportunistic bucket and the utilization of Multi Asset Class

strategies provides for a tactical asset allocation structure that
is not overly burdensome.
While the Family Office portfolio falls slightly short of the
Traditional Endowment Model’s forecasted return (5.8% versus
5.9%), the Sharpe Ratios are very close (0.26 versus 0.30)
despite much better liquidity for the Family Office Portfolio
than for the Traditional Endowment Model (see Exhibit 17
below). While the Endowment Model has over 60% allocated
to strategies with quarterly or longer liquidity, the Family
Office portfolio represents an appropriate liquidity profile as
over 70% of the portfolio is highly liquid, allowing for access
to capital for spending needs and general rebalancing.

Exhibit 17: Liquidity profile for the 3 different asset allocation structures
Daily or weekly liquidity

Quarterly or annual liquidity

Illiquid

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
60 / 40 Mix

Family Office Portfolio

Tradional Endowment Model

CONCLUSION
While recent performance has been slightly disappointing, the Endowment portfolio construction model has the potential to
generate compelling returns for appropriate adopters over the long term. While the 60/40 portfolio has produced outsized
returns over recent periods (2009-2017), performance might be disappointing going forward and it could expose investors to
significant drawdowns, similar to what happened in 2018.
As such, we would advise institutional investors to capitalize on the key principles of the Endowment investment framework.
However, small and mid-sized institutions such as Family Offices should seek solutions which adapt the Endowment model in
order to take into account their liquidity requirements and the way they can cope with complexity. Ultimately, the ideal structure
for Family Offices is a customized approach that lies in between a 60/40 balanced model and a more traditional Endowment
portfolio. This portfolio construction includes a long-term perspective, a modest allocation to illiquid assets, a reduced number
of external managers, a blend of active and passive strategies and a multifaceted asset allocation process.
SOURCES: • David Svensen – Pioneering Portfolio Management: An Unconventional Approach to Institutional Investment • David F. Swensen - Unconventional Success: A
Fundamental Approach to Personal Investment • Key Capital – An Investment Framework for Wealth Management - Lessons from leading endowment funds • NEPC Scott F.Perry,
CAIA – The Endowment model: striking balance between simple & complex • NEPC – Asset Allocation Themes and Opportunities - 2018 • Cook Pine Capital & Star Magnolia Capital:
An endowment approach for wealthy families • Frontier Investment Management – Investing like the Harvard and Yale Endowment Funds • Endowment Index – Nasdaq OMX® - June
2018 Factsheet • www.yale.edu/2018.
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Middle East Equities:

A wave of M&A
hits the GCC
Banking Sector
On the 29th of January, the boards of Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank
(ADCB) and Union National Bank (UNB) have agreed to a merger to
create an entity that will take over Al Hilal Bank and become the
third largest lender in the UAE.
While European banks have recently begun considering merger
activity for the first time in a decade, in the Middle East the idea has
never been off the table. Below, we put the recently announced
transactions in the context of a broader consolidation trend which is
taking shape within the GCC Banking sector.
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ADCB, UNB and Al Hilal to create a $113 billion bank
The three-way merger will result in a bank with total asset
size of Dh420 billion. The new banking group will carry the
ADCB identity and will continue to benefit from strong
institutional backing, through the Government of Abu Dhabi’s
majority ownership. It is expected to have around one million
customers, with a significant share of the UAE market: 15%
of total assets, 21% of retail loans and 16% of deposits. It
provides a much larger and more balanced customer portfolio
with a decent 22% share of Islamic financing, driven by Al-Hilal
Bank’s product offerings.
Management expects cost synergies to equal 13% of the
combined cost base of the group (Dhs 615m annually on a
run rate basis) to be realized over two to three years. The key
source of synergies will be costs, by reducing headcount and

closing overlapping branches. Al Hilal’s cost to income ratio of
55% is twice that of the group average. In addition to cost
and revenue synergies (which includes cross selling
opportunities), the bigger equity book of the combined entity
can target larger projects.
Capital position will comfortably exceed Basel III regulatory
requirements. Moreover, it would have a diverse funding
profile, with customer deposits accounting for 75%, a high
share of low-cost CASA (current account savings account),
and wholesale funding making up 18%. Loan-to-deposit ratio
is expected to be around 96%.
Following the completion of the merger, the Abu Dhabi
government, through the Abu Dhabi Investment Council, will
own 60% of the combined bank.

The combination of ADCB, UNB and Al Hilal Bank will reinforce
the position of ADCB as a preeminent bank
High shareholder value
creation potential
Leading UAE-centric bank

Resilient bank

Distinctive customer-centric
proposition
Centre of excellence for talent

420 AED bn

6.5 AED bn

277 AED bn

273 AED bn

Total assets

Gross loans
and advances

1mn
̃

Expected
number of
customers

Net proﬁt

Customer
deposits

615 AED mn

Annual run-rate
cost synergies

Source: Company information as of 30 September 2018 and and annualised for net proﬁt. Preliminary pro forma ﬁnancials for ADCB+UNB+Al HilalBank take into account intercompanyeliminations.

It is expected to have around one million
customers, with a significant share of the
UAE market: 15% of total assets, 21%
of retail loans and 16% of deposits.
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Middle East Banks decide bigger can get better
Combination of Banks within GCCs have been discussed for
years as the region is heavily over-banked. For instance, the
UAE has more than 50 banks operating in a country with a
population of less than 10 million people. The “when” and
“how” were the only pending questions. Small banks make
sense only if they have a unique competitive edge. But most
banks in the UAE or the rest of GCCs are quite similar in their
business profile.
The consolidation trend seems firmly in place now as every
country in the GCC has seen at least one bank enter discussions
or agree a deal since the start of 2018; and this trend is expected
to continue and even accelerate.
As it is the case in other regions of the world, GCC Banks are
under pressure from the broader trends affecting the banking
industry. Indeed, increasing regulatory demands are forcing banks
to have higher capital levels and to strengthen areas like antimoney laundering controls. Meanwhile, technological changes and
broadening competitive landscape are also making scale more
important. Last but not least, the introduction of value added
taxes in some countries in the region added to the costs burden.
These regulatory constraints and the increasing costs have been
reducing banks’ return to shareholders and making it more
attractive to share the load through consolidation.
For close to a decade, elevated oil prices – and sometimes
shareholders’ pride – have delayed the inevitable. But the collapse

of oil price in 2014 had some negative effects on economic
growth and damaged banks’ profitability. Banks are heavily reliant
on government deposits, and those have been declining.
Most banks in the GCC are at least partly owned by arms of
their local states. Bank consolidation and transformation of the
sector have been receiving some political support lately and
this acted as a trigger for the consolidation. The decline in oil
prices over the past few years has provided a strong impetus
for governments to accelerate economic reforms and focus on
diversification, value creation and optimization of funding. The
increased focus on capital markets and M&A activity on the
part of government-related entities is a result of these initiatives,
according to JP Morgan.
But while the consolidation trend is now firmly in place, it might
take time for deals to materialize. There are no external factor
forcing it to happen, i.e. it is not like the GCC banking sector is
in crisis mode. Despite the slower economic growth in the
region, the GCC banks remain highly profitable, capital levels
are well above regulatory minimums and non-performing loans
were just around 3.2%, according to KPMG. As said earlier, the
reason behind the consolidation is primarily the incredibly high
economies of scale that banks enjoy due to the fixed and high
costs of infrastructure and technology. From this perspective,
the merger between NBAD (National Bank of Abu Dhabi) and
FGB (First Gulf Bank) which was announced in mid-2016 has
created some envy among their competitors.

The UAE has more than 50
banks operating in a
country with a population
of less than 10
million people.
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FAB is becoming a source of inspiration
The NBAD-FGB merger led to the creation of FAB (First Abu Dhabi bank), which became the biggest bank in the UAE with
assets of more than Dh670 billion, at the time of completion on 1st April 2017 – see some key numbers below.

The combined bank brought together two full service financial institutions
with market leading strengths. FGB had built a market-leading consumer
banking franchise, with one of the strongest credit card offerings in the UAE
and a long-standing National Housing Loan program run for the Abu Dhabi
government. NBAD led in the UAE in wholesale banking and capital markets
advisory with strong international connectivity.
The new bank was expected to produce cost savings of
Dhs 500m a year. Validated synergies were significantly
higher than preliminary assessment - at AED 1bn,
representing 50% of the smaller bank cost base
against the benchmark of 30%. The formation of FAB
is widely viewed as a success.
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A wave of consolidation activity is now taking place across the Gulf
As highlighted earlier, the GCC banking sector has seen a
flurry of M&A since 2017.
In neighboring Saudi Arabia, National Commercial Bank
(NCB) and Riyad Bank announced in December that their
boards of directors have approved the initiation of merger
discussions. The Public Investment Fund (PIF), Saudi Arabia’s

sovereign wealth fund, owns about 44 per cent of NCB and 22
per cent of the latter. A merger would further extend NCB’s
lead over its closest rivals including Al Rajhi Bank, by boosting
its assets by almost a third to 685 billion Saudi riyals. Both
banks do not expect “forced dismissal” of employees if the
deal is finalized.

Exhibit: Large GCC banks Assets as of end of Q3 2018 (in $ billion)
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In October 2018, Saudi British Bank and Al Awwal Bank signed
a binding merger agreement that will see the creation of the
third largest bank in Saudi Arabia. This was the first one in the
Kingdom in 20 years. The HSBC Holdings affiliate SABB took
over the Royal Bank of Scotland Group Plc backed Al Awwal
Bank, in a $5 billion stock deal. Prominent Saudi businesswoman
Lubna Al-Olayan will become the first woman to chair a publicly
traded company in the Kingdom.
Next, JP Morgan Chase & Co. sold its 7.5% stake in Saudi
Investment Bank.
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Country

Banks seeking to merge/buy stake

Combined/Additional assets

Kuwait - Bagrain

Kuwait Finance House KSCP merger talks with Bahrain’s Ahli
United Bank BSC

$92.6 billion

Dubai - Turkey

Emirates NBD PJSC agreed to buy Turkey’s Denizbank AS for
$3.2 billion

Adds $42.8 billion in assets

Saudi Arabia

Saudi British Bank took over Alawwal Bank in a $65 billion
stock deal

$72.5 billion

Qatar

Barwa Bank and International Bank of Qatar in talks to merge

$22 billion

Oman

Oman Arab Bank SAOC exploring potential merger with Alizz
Islamic Bank SAOG

$7 billion

Oman

Bank Dhofar SAOG starts merger talks with National Bank
of Oman

$20 billion

Abu Dhabi

National Bank of Abu Dhabi PJSC and First Gulf Bank PJSC
merge to form First Abu Dhabi Bank

$188 billion

Bahrain’s Ahli United Bank (AUB) and Kuwait Finance House (KFH) have been in merger talks since mid-2018 and the banks
said in a recent update that their boards have now agreed to move forward. The share swap values AUB at $7 billion and KFH
at $6 billion.
In Qatar, talks initially faltered around a 3-way merger because of shareholder disagreements over the valuation, but two of the
lenders - Barwa Bank QSC and International Bank of Qatar QSC - reached a final agreement to merge.
In Oman two separate mergers are in the works - Bank Dhofar with National Bank of Oman and Oman Arab Bank with Alizz
Islamic Bank SAOG.
In the UAE, Reuters reported last year that Government of Sharjah is weighing a merger between three of the Emirate’s banks
that could create a lender with about Dhs66.2bn (USD18bn) of assets. The potential merger between Bank of Sharjah, Invest Bank
and United Arab Bank (UAB) reinforces the consolidation already underway in the United Arab Emirates’ crowded banking industry.
Furthermore, Emirates NBD has agreed to buy Turkish lender DenizBank from Russia’s Sberbank for $3.2bn as it seeks to
expand its remit beyond the saturated UAE market.

CONCLUSION

We have been positive on the GCC banking sector for some time now. Banks have had a great run since the end of
monetary easing and in anticipation of a higher interest rate environment. In addition, the banking sector is the largest
weight in regional market indices – which means that they have been the preferred vehicle to play the ‘index inclusion/
passive flows’ theme. These developments have brought valuations to a level where further upside is difficult to justify
on fundamental grounds. As such, the wave of consolidation is taking place at the right time. From our point of view,

this trend is creating new stock picking opportunities and lead us to stay constructive on the sector.
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Investment Theme:

Saudi Arabia’s
National Industrial
Development and
Logistics Program
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In the last week of January, Saudi Arabia unveiled a sweeping plan
to develop infrastructure and industry across the Kingdom. The
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman presided over the signing of
agreements in planned deals before an invite-only event in Riyadh.
The plan aims to channel investments through the National Industrial
Development and Logistics Program (NIDLP), established under
the Vision 2030 program.
As part of the Vision 2030, NIDLP aims at developing
decisively the Industrial landscape of the Kingdom...
Enriching the
Hajj
and Umrah
Experience

PIF
Program

Financial
Sector
Development
Program

National
Companies
Promotion
Programe

The Housing
Program

Saudi
Character
Enrichment
Program

Human
Capital
Development
Program

Fiscal
Balance
Program

Privatization Program

Strategic Partnerships
Program

National Industrial Development and
Logistics Program

Lifestyle Improvement
Program

National Transformation Program

About NIDLP (National Industrial Development and Logistics Program)
According to the government statement, the program will
invest more than $426 billion by 2030 and add 1.6 million
new jobs. It is mandated to transform the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia into a leading industrial powerhouse and a global logistics
hub in promising growth sectors (with focus on Industry 4.0),
which would generate ample job opportunities for Saudis,
enhance the trade balance and maximize local content.
Being one of the largest programs under the Vision, it focuses

on four key sectors: Industry, Mining, Energy and Logistics, and
involves many enablers including the development of Policies
and Regulations, Financial Enablement, Infrastructure, Industrial
Lands, Special Economic Zones, Research, Development and
Innovation (RDI). The Saudi government is looking to create
partnerships with private international firms to build factories
and plants for steel and iron production, medicine, automotive
parts, aircraft systems and pharmaceutical devices.
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NIDLP will be a focal program in achieving Vision
2030 Manufacturing Targets

ASPIRATION

NIDLP aspires to;
• Transform the Kingdom into a
Pioneering Industrial
Powerhouse and a Global
Logistics Hub, in promissing
growth sectors (with focus on
Industry 4.0)
• Thus, creating major
employment opportunities
for Saudis

FOCUS AREAS

NIDLP Focuses on four key
sectors;

...as well as the design and provision
of the required enablers including;

• Mining

• Policies and regulations

• Industry

• Financial enablement

• Logistics

• Infrastructure

• Energy

• Industrial lands

• Imroving the Kingdom’s Trade
Balance and...
• Maximizing Local Content

• Special economic zones,
digitization
• Reserch and innovation
• Other enablers
(including capability building)

Over 300 initiatives, 65 investment opportunities and 40 MoUs worth an
estimated $53 billion were signed. Among the deals were partnerships in
military industries and a major agreement between Saudi Aramco and SABIC
to convert oil to petrochemicals.
The Need for Diversification
The push for investment in railways, airports and industrial
projects marks the latest effort by the biggest Arab economy
to break its reliance on crude sales for government income.
During the past 25 years, the size of industry, mining, energy,
and logistics sectors has quadrupled in the Kingdom. As a result,
Saudi Arabia became home to the largest and most competitive
manufacturers not only in the region, but also worldwide, particularly
in chemical and dairy industries, and other basic industries. This
steady growth was driven by competitive input prices across these
sectors, capital accessibility, energy, and government support
policies concerning land and water. Additionally, the low tax
environment enhanced cost competitiveness, in addition to labor
market policies and regulations which facilitated growth in these
sectors by relying on low-cost foreign labor. Several large SOEs
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(State owned companies) such as Saudi Aramco have successfully
localized their business value chains.
However, these efforts have come short of diversifying the
sources of competitive advantage. The industrial sector did
not look for other sources, relying on state subsidized inputs.
Furthermore, low-cost labor limited investment in technologies
used to improve productivity and increase efficiency and
innovation.
Therefore, with the objective of creating a sustainable
competitive edge, the Government has laid out the roadmap for
the industrial sector – along with financial incentives, access to
capital and lighter regulations and requirements (such as tax
holidays, duty free zones).

Strategic Sectors
Mining:

This sector is touted as the third pillar of the Saudi economy capitalizing on
Saudi’s large reserves of minerals. Among its targets, NIDLP aims to make Saudi
one of the top 10 producers of gold and the third largest phosphate producer. A
new platform comprising of e-services was launched for issuing and renewing the
mining licenses. It is expected to reduce the timing required to finalize the
licensing process to seven days. The government introduced geographical surveys
and detailed information about locations which would accelerate projects’
implementations and reduce investors’ risk. Investment opportunities also include
steel, aluminum, copper and zinc.

Industry:

The program aims to create a sustainable and more diversified industrial sector,
with a focus on value added and specialty products. The target investment is
US$300bn. Auto industry will be a key focus of this sector along with medical,
agriculture and military. As many as 33 investment opportunities were offered
including auto spare parts, tires, catalysts and medicines.
As part of the NIDLP, an agreement was signed with China’s Pan-Asia Co. to build
a petrochemicals complex in Jizan at the Future Investment Initiative (FII) summit
in October 2018. Another MoU was sealed between Swiss-based Trafigura for a
multi-billion dollar venture to develop a copper, zinc and lead integrated smelting
and refining complex in Ras Al-Khair Mineral City.

Logistics:

NIDLP plans to build 5 new airports, 12 logistics zones and expand sea ports.
Moreover, the program is planning to streamline government processes, enhance
customs procedures and facilitate exports/imports for local companies.
Investment opportunities include car assembly facilities and train wheels
manufacturing.

Energy:

Renewables is a key focus of the program with 35 projects generating 60GW by
2030. Main investment opportunities are in wind and solar power plants.
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Exhibit: The National Industrial Program covers all parts of the Kingdom

Industrial/Economic Cities
Railways (Existing)
Railways (Planned)
Railways (Planned)
Double Transfer Methods
Highways

Arar

Al Jawf

Rafha

Sakakah

Northern
Border

Tabuk
Ha’il

Yanbu

Jeddah

Buraydah

Qaseem
Al Rass

Madina

Thuwal

Hafr Al Batin

Aﬁf

Dawadimi

Riyadh
Al Kharj

Al Aﬂaj

Makkah
Taif

Al Bahah

Bisha

Mining Sites
Oil and Gas
Ports
Airports
Logistics Platforms
Border Crossing Points

Dammam

Al Zulﬁ

Easter Province

Wadi ad Dawasir

Asir
Abha

Khamis
Mushayt

Jizan

Najran
Sharurah

Project

Sector

Required Investments

Location

Integrated Steel and Iron Plant

Mining

SAR 28bn

Jubail, Ras Alkhair, Yanbu

Copper Mining

Mining

SAR 300 - SAR 400bn

Yanbu

High Volume Intermediate Products

Industrial

SAR 2.6bn

Rabigh

Adhesives and Sealants

Industrial

SAR 4.4bn

Rabigh

Catalysts

Industrial

SAR 1.3bn

Jubail

Car Assembly Facility

Logistics

SAR 2.5bn

Kingdom wide

Wheel Manufacturing Plant

Logistics

SAR 150 - SAR 200bn

Riyadh, Dammam

Generic Sterile Injectable

Industrial

SAR 200bn

KAEC, Sudair, Dammam

Window Tower Manufacturing

Energy

SAR 1.5bn

Neom, Rabigh, Yanbu

Solar Electricity Production

Energy

SAR 1.0bn

Jeddah
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CONCLUSION: The massive
industrial investment program by
the Saudi Government will create
new investment opportunities
for investors. Unfortunately,
contractors are not the easiest
businesses to invest in – they
have low bargaining power and
face delay in receivable
collections. We play the theme
through cement, pipes, other
building materials and indirectly
through banks – which would
provide the funding to the
public-private partnerships.
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Al Mal Capital PSC Awarded

The UAE Asset
Manager of the
Year 2018

at the MENA Fund Manager
Performance Awards
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Al Mal Capital PSC is delighted to be awarded the Best
UAE Asset Manager of the Year 2018 at the MENA Fund
Manager Performance Awards ceremony which took
place at The Ritz-Carlton Dubai at the end of January.

Commenting on this award, Mr. Naser Al Nabulsi, Vice Chairman and CEO, Al Mal Capital,
said: “The investment landscape in 2018 was challenging, as most of the asset classes
were in the red. However, this award proves that active portfolio management with a skillful
team, clear strategies, consistent application of investment policy and processes can
outperform in challenging times. On behalf of Al Mal, I am thankful for all our supporters
and clients who have trusted us.”
We are immensely grateful to all the participants and supporters who have shown their
continuous support throughout 2018. The company is committed to providing its clients
with the highest-level of service quality and utmost professionalism.
Finally, our regional markets remain full of alpha opportunities as we see the impact of
structural reforms and rotational sector plays. We continue to encourage allocators to look
at MENA equities as valuations in MENA remain very attractive.
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As highlighted in our January 2019 outlook, investors need to keep their allocation to risk assets
but also have to accept that market volatility will stay high as the economy remains in transition.
The endowment investment framework described in this publication has its shortcoming but
some core lessons can be learned from this approach:

Focus on assets with high expected
return, stay diversified and disciplined,
avoid market timing, allocate to external
managers who are experts in less efficient
markets and adopt a long-term time
horizon (with inclusion of illiquid assets if
possible). In light of the current uncertain
macroeconomic and market context,
we believe that sticking to these key
principles is more important than ever.
While our forecasts and views are always subject to changes, our commitment to serve our
clients is not.
We remain at your full disposal for any specific issues you would like to discuss, so please do not
hesitate to contact us.
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